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Microenterprises and microfinance speak all languages -
But they speak Spanish in MicAmericas.

MicAmericas is a new web-based knowledge platform on microfinance and microenterprise development in Latin America and the 
Caribbean. As its predecessor, MicroEnterprise Americas magazine, the MicAmericas website offers research, news, features, 

comprehensive analysis and stories on business cases that include micro and small businesses.  And all in Spanish.  

We invite you to explore the microenterprise world in the region.  In Spanish!

www.iadb.org/micamericas
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 T he Multilateral Investment Fund and the MIX are pleased to 
present the 2009 MicrofinanceAmericas100, this year’s rank-
ing of microfinance institutions (MFIs) in Latin America and 

the Caribbean. 
This year’s report has been significantly improved and upgraded. 

For the first time, the report’s main ranking is based on a combina-
tion of indicators rather than simply size. As of this edition, the top 
microfinance institutions will achieve their ranking based on three 
areas of performance: outreach, efficiencyand transparency. We 
believe that combining these factors more accurately reflects the 
impact MFIs are having in the region.

As with all rankings, this one will no doubt provoke debate and 
discussion. We hope that it will cause those at the top of the ranking 
to work hard to stay there and others to work even harder to improve 
their standing.

MicrofinanceAmericas 100—the ranking—like the Microscopeof
theMicrofinanceBusinessEnvironment, is based on our view that 
knowing and addressing one’s weaknesses is key to moving past 
them. MicrofinanceAmericas100 provides essential information for 
the microfinance industry in the region as they work toward expand-
ing the access to financial services to the millions of currently under-
served microenterprises. The MIF, through MicrofinanceAmericas
100, the Microscopeand its other activities, will continue to provide 
the support that will allow us to achieve this goal.

We invite you to enjoy this new  edition of MicrofinanceAmericas100.

FroM ThE MANAgEr
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The microfinance industry in Latin America and the Caribbean saw 
its growth diminish in 2008 compared to previous years. However, 
microfinance institutions (MFIs) were still going to great lengths to 

expand their services to low-income sectors, which led to portfolio growth 
of 12.6% and an increase in the number of loans of 17.8%. By the end of 
2008, the initial effects of the international financial crisis on the micro-
finance industry were beginning to show. Additionally, the global eco-
nomic slowdown and oversupply of credit in some markets were latent 
risks that had already affected the performance of several leading players. G
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Despite the fact that MFIs were still 
able to finance themselves through 
commercial sources—mobilizing depos-
its as much as loans—margins fell in 
the period from 2007 to 2008 with 
return on assets dropping from 3.4% 
to 3.2% and return on equity declin-
ing from 12.4% to 11.5%. This was the 
first indication of the need to sacrifice 
results, assigning operational resources 
to control repayment delinquency, 
which increased from 3.8% to 4.3% in 
roughly the same time period. 

The Multilateral Investment Fund 
(MIF) of the Inter-American Devel-
opment Bank (IDB) and the Micro-
finance Information Exchange, Inc. 
(MIX) are pleased to present this year’s 
annual ranking of the region’s lead-
ing MFIs. Based on a survey of 229 
MFIs, the MIX collected and analyzed 
data from auditors, regulatory agen-
cies, risk-ranking agencies and other 
independent sources to report on MFI 
performance in 2008. As a whole, these 

the top-performing MFIs in the region. 
The measure of performance used in 
the ranking is made up of three “pil-
lars”: outreach, efficiency and trans-
parency. Each MFI obtains a certain 
score by combining the indicators that 
comprise each pillar. (Further informa-
tion can be found in the Methodological
Noteat the end of this report.)

Top performance implies maxi-
mizing the results in different areas: 
improve outreach, minimize risk, 
reduce costs and improve returns. Since 
a top result in all areas is frequently an 
unattainable goal, this ranking includes 
and considers all these performance 
benchmarks rather than using only 
size. Thus, a variety of MFIs appear in 
the top spots and not just the largest.

Once the results were evaluated, 
Credi Fé of Ecuador placed first in the 
composite ranking. This MFI surpassed 
other regional leaders in South Amer-
ica, which held the next seven positions, 
each with significant market coverage in 

institutions managed US$14.7 billion 
channeled through more than 13.4 mil-
lion products and loans for low-income 
clients in 18 countries in the region. 
Microenterprise lending grew 20.9% 
in 2008, for a total of US$7.9 billion 
distributed in 8.2 million loans.

Composite Ranking
This year, MicrofinanceAmericas 100 
(previously TheChampionshipLeague) 
launched a new ranking based on the 
methodology established by the MIX
Global 100Composite—which ranks 

1. Credi Fé, a lending subsidiary of Banco del Picincha 

in Ecuador, took first place in the composite ranking with 

outstanding performance indicators in the efficiency pillar, 

due to the synergies associated with showing the low-

est operating costs relative to portfolio generated for 

the bank’s main office, the largest in the country with a 

national presence. 

2. miBanco of Peru took second place in the composite 

ranking based on its second place in the outreach pillar, 

a result of its 45.3% growth in microenterprise lending 

(20.9% above the regional average and 24% above the 

Peruvian average) and due to its high level of depos-

its captured, which allowed it to finance the significant 

increase in loans placed.

3. The Foundation for microentrepreneurial develop-

ment—Ecuador alliance mission, d-miro—came in third 

place in the composite ranking and 11th place in the 

efficiency pillar. Its loans are among those with broader 

The Top Five MFis:

outreach, benefiting microentrepreneurs in Guayaquil and 

five other coastal cities in Ecuador. also, it was the best 

placed non-regulated institution in the composite ranking.

4. FINCa Bank of Ecuador came in fourth place; the mFI 

obtained similar results in the outreach and efficiency 

pillars. The increased number of loans placed allowed 

it to distribute costs across a wider base of borrowers, 

which had a positive influence on its efficiency indicators. 

Its conversion from a financial institution into a bank in 

early 2008 allowed it to continue to reach synergies and 

enhance its image in the market.

5. ProdEm s.a. of Bolivia (a private financial fund) 

was able to place in the top five institutions due to a 

third place in the outreach pillar. It was able to signifi-

cantly increase its number of deposit accounts (up to 4.3 

times the number of total loans), demonstrating that its 

liability products are vital to reaching the critical mass of 

rural clients.

Do you want  
to know moRe?
This report contains only a small 
portion of the information available 
on Latin American and Caribbean 
MFIs. For further statistical data, 
go to: www.mixmarket.org > 
Microfinance Institutions.
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top 100 mFis in latin ameRiCa & the CaRibbean

†  By general trend is understood: only mIC: 100% of the loans are toward microenterprise.  
mIC: loans to microenterprise surpass 50% of total loans. CNs: Consumer loans surpass 50% of total loans.

Ranking Name of MFI Country Score

Out-
reach
Pillar

Efficiency 
Pillar

Trans-
parency 

Pillar
General 
Trend † 

1 credi fé ecuador 82.20% 21 5 1  mic 

2 miBanco peru 80.90% 2 56 1  mic 

3 D-miro ecuador 80.56% 23 11 1  only mic 

4 finca - ecuador ecuador 79.76% 24 16 1  mic 

5 proDem ffp Bolivia 79.65% 3 58 1  mic 

6 crediamigo Brazil 79.52% 9 36 1  only mic 

7 fie ffp Bolivia 79.09% 5 63 1  mic 

8 compartamosBanco mexico 78.37% 4 72 1  mic 

9 fonDesoL Guatemala 77.07% 39 20 1  only mic 

10 Bancosol Bolivia 76.88% 16 53 1  mic 

11 Banco aDopem Dominican republic 76.83% 6 75 1  mic 

12 central cresol Baser Brasil 76.14% 60 18 1  mic 

13 credicomún mexico 76.11% 76 3 1  only mic 

14 fmm popayán colombia 76.04% 18 57 1  mic 

15 caja nuestra Gente peru 75.95% 20 55 1  mic 

16 Banco solidario ecuador 75.54% 27 50 1  mic 

17 ecofuturo ffp Bolivia 75.48% 8 89 1  mic 

18 WWB cali colombia 75.28% 34 41 1  mic 

19 crediscotia peru 75.21% 30 49 1  cns 

20 financiera edyficar peru 74.45% 17 78 1  mic 

21 cmac arequipa peru 74.39% 7 102 1  mic 

22 eDpYme crear arequipa peru 74.33% 28 61 1  mic 

23 prisma peru 74.31% 87 4 1  only mic 

24 agrocapital Bolivia 74.25% 46 38 1  mic 

25 cmac sullana peru 73.64% 29 70 1  mic 

26 Banco Los andes procredit Bolivia 73.60% 53 43 1  mic 

27 enLace el salvador 73.24% 72 27 1  mic 

28 finamérica colombia 73.04% 25 85 1  mic 

29 BanGente Venezuela 72.84% 26 87 1  mic 

30 fmm Bucaramanga colombia 72.69% 38 69 1  mic 

31 Banco familiar paraguay 72.56% 1 139 1  cns 

32 Génesis empresarial Guatemala 72.31% 47 64 1  mic 

33 eDpYme confianza peru 72.30% 42 68 1  mic 

34 cmac huancayo peru 71.70% 36 88 1  mic 

35 fundación paraguaya paraguay 71.27% 12 123 1  mic 

36 crecer Bolivia 70.99% 43 83 1  only mic 

37 fundación mario santo Domingo colombia 70.77% 103 14 1  mic 

38 crac señor de Luren peru 70.74% 35 97 1  mic 

39 coac san José ecuador 70.24% 108 16 1  mic 

40 Banco procredit - nicaragua nicaragua 69.91% 41 99 1  mic 

41 cooperativa 20 de abril nicaragua 69.38% 81 44 1  mic 

42 apoyo integral el salvador 69.16% 40 112 1  mic 

43 eDpYme solidaridad y Desarrollo peru 69.06% 70 73 1  only mic 

44 fundación campo el salvador 68.31% 79 60 1  mic 

45 BaneX nicaragua 68.23% 59 102 1  cns 

46 aDra - peru peru 68.11% 108 31 1  only mic 

47 crac Los andes peru 68.02% 77 66 1  mic 

48 cmac ica peru 67.65% 58 114 1  mic 

49 eDpYme proempresa peru 67.64% 51 121 1  mic 

50 finca - peru peru 66.82% 111 39 1  only mic 

Source: MIX
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top 100 mFis in latin ameRiCa & the CaRibbean

Source: MIX

Ranking Name of MFI Country Score

Out-
reach
Pillar

Efficiency 
Pillar

Trans-
parency 

Pillar
General 
Trend †

51 interactuar colombia 66.57% 116 37 1  mic 

52 eDpYme nueva Visión peru 66.35% 85 76 1  mic 

53 credicoop chile 65.69% 107 59 1  only mic 

54 coopac santo cristo peru 65.58% 123 45 1  cns 

55 prestanic nicaragua 65.58% 31 141 1  mic 

56 fUBoDe Bolivia 65.46% 75 108 1  mic 

57 amc de r.L. el salvador 65.13% 97 74 1  mic 

58 eDpYme alternativa peru 64.80% 92 89 1  mic 

59 finca - Guatemala Guatemala 64.51% 57 136 1  only mic 

60 Banco aDemi Dominican republic 64.44% 32 71 78  mic 

61 cooproGreso ecuador 64.32% 93 91 1  mic 

62 Visión Banco paraguay 64.27% 68 131 1  cns 

63 financiera fama nicaragua 63.33% 73 127 1  mic 

64 Bancovelo honduras 63.11% 102 95 1  mic 

65 fundación León 2000 nicaragua 62.89% 78 126 1  mic 

66 caja popular mexicana mexico 62.66% 83 22 78  cns 

67 microserfin panama 62.49% 105 98 1  only mic 

68 proDesa nicaragua 62.11% 117 94 1  cns 

69 fundación espoir ecuador 61.72% 15 23 84  only mic 

70 coac maquita cushunchic ecuador 61.70% 143 47 1  mic 

71 interfisa paraguay 61.43% 64 143 1  cns 

72 fundación ecuatoriana de Desarrollo ecuador 60.29% 122 118 1  only mic 

73 crYsoL Guatemala 60.17% 127 106 1  mic 

74 finsoL honduras 60.14% 100 128 1  mic 

75 insotec ecuador 60.00% 101 129 1  only mic 

76 promujer - peru peru 59.41% 33 21 84  mic 

77 fassil ffp Bolivia 58.51% 114 32 78  cns 

78 acme haiti 58.42% 65 146 1  only mic 

79 foDemi ecuador 57.50% 51 25 84  only mic 

80 came mexico 57.45% 10 2 126  only mic 

81 finca - mexico mexico 57.18% 19 28 107  only mic 

82 eDpYme credivisión peru 56.79% 82 93 78  mic 

83 emprender Bolivia 56.79% 136 124 1  only mic 

84 coac mushuc runa ecuador 56.22% 44 12 107  mic 

85 asociación arariwa peru 55.46% 63 33 84  only mic 

86 soGesoL haiti 54.69% 120 144 1  only mic 

87 fUnDeser nicaragua 53.93% 14 115 84  mic 

88 movimiento manuela ramos peru 53.83% 91 13 84  mic 

89 World relief - honduras honduras 53.62% 112 145 1  mic 

90 promujer - nicaragua nicaragua 53.57% 74 134 78  mic 

91 cooperativa Jesús nazareno Bolivia 53.03% 142 48 78  cns 

92 Banco caja social colombia 52.85% 22 119 84  cns 

93 fortaleza ffp Bolivia 52.67% 69 52 84  mic 

94 microempresas de antioquia colombia 51.15% 96 30 84  mic 

95 financiera el comercio paraguay 50.30% 11 139 84  cns 

96 fUnBoDem Bolivia 50.27% 86 46 84  mic 

97 cmac trujillo peru 49.46% 61 109 84  mic 

98 crece safsa mexico 49.36% 80 1 126  only mic 

99 Bancoestado chile 49.01% 13 65 126  mic 

100 micro crédit national haiti 48.15% 139 147 1  only mic 

†  By general trend is understood: only mIC: 100% of the loans are toward microenterprise.  
mIC: loans to microenterprise surpass 50% of total loans. CNs: Consumer loans surpass 50% of total loans.
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their respective countries. Only 
one of these is a non-regulated 
MFI (D-Miro, also of Ecuador).

The highest-ranked Mexi-
can MFI was Compartamos-
Banco, in eighth position, while 
FONDESOL of Guatemala and 
ADOPEM Bank of the Domini-
can Republic were the highest-
ranked MFIs in Central America 
and the Caribbean, respectively. 
In the first 25 positions, the 
outreachpillar was a determin-
ing factor in the final results 
because all the MFIs were in the top 
10 in the efficiencypillar, except for the 
leading Credi Fé, CrediComún of Mex-

ico, and PRISMA of Peru. It is 
worth mentioning that all MFIs 
in the top 59 places proved to be 
transparent in publishing their 
external audits.

sCale
In separating the composite 
ranking into categories, MFIs 
with broader market coverage 
were favored in the outreach 
pillar, even though they had 
the slowest growth levels in the 
region. CompartamosBanco 

continued to lead the ranking, provid-
ing more microenterprise lending than 
any other institution in the region. Its 

Credi Fé of Ecuador placed 
first in the composite ranking.

top 20 mFis by miCRoenteRpRise poRtFolio size

Ranking

Source: MIX

2008 2007 Name of MFI Country

Number of 
Microenterprise  

Loans Outstanding 

Microenterprise 
Gross Loan  

Portfolio (USD)
General  
Trend †

 1  1 compartamosBanco mexico  1,150,950  374,205,120  mic 

 2  2 crediamigo Brazil  436,138  162,443,711  only mic 

 3  3 miBanco peru  355,933  584,692,553  mic 

 4  5 fmm popayán colombia  238,359  136,639,395  mic 

 5  4 WWB cali colombia  228,942  212,305,847  mic 

 6 n/a Bancamía colombia  209,587  160,680,747  mic 

 7  6 fmm Bucaramanga colombia  175,417  110,446,359  mic 

 8  7 Bancoestado chile  172,976  575,723,473  mic 

 9 15 Banco solidario ecuador  172,224  205,928,000  mic 

10  9 financiera edyficar peru  160,896  158,915,822  mic 

11  8 Banco caja social colombia  149,838  273,312,084  cns 

12 12 came mexico  148,733  27,048,667  only mic 

13 11 cmac arequipa peru  135,130  184,950,653  mic 

14 17 finca - mexico mexico  112,858  24,370,640  only mic 

15 13 Bancosol Bolivia  110,857  260,441,499  mic 

16 19 proDem ffp Bolivia  104,830  230,397,349  mic 

17 14 crecer Bolivia  100,387  37,159,760  only mic 

18 25 fie ffp Bolivia  92,141  222,417,276  mic 

19 20 credi fé ecuador  90,060  222,598,118  mic 

20 26 Banco aDopem Dominican republic  88,130  37,498,291  mic 

Totals for 2007 (201 MFI)  6,587,061  6,342,107,516 

Totals for 2008 (201 MFI)  7,962,030  7,580,671,132 

n/a: not available      †  By general trend is understood: only mIC: 100% of loans are toward microenterprise. 
mIC: loans to microenterprise surpass 50% of total loans.
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 T
he times are changing. The era of the microfinance 

industry growing at an annual rate of almost 30% 

is over. and this is not only due to the international 

financial crisis, but also to other factors that have been 

troubling the industry for some time, such as the oversup-

ply of loans in certain markets.

oversupply has mainly affected large mFIs that share 

the market with other operators. The consolidation of 

debt and acquisition of loan portfolios (not only consumer 

lending but microenterprise lending as well) were the two 

quickest ways to grow and expand the market, but grant-

ing larger loans to clients than they could repay caused 

cash flow problems, and led to increased delinquency. 

In 2007, almost all mFIs (96%) increased their portfo-

lio, in contrast with 80% in 2008. However, according to 

 Elizabeth Ventura from EdPymE Confianza, mFIs that hold 

niches in the market—where clients interact with only one 

institution—have been able to survive over-indebtedness 

better and improve their competitive edge. In general, 

niche market mFIs are those regulated and non-regulated 

institutions that tend to offer group loans.

The global economic crunch has also taken its toll on 

mFI clients. although certain productive activities, such as 

agriculture, have not been affected, microenterprises that 

operate in the retail (specifically imported goods), services, 

and tourism sectors have been the first and most pro-

foundly affected. Xiomara rizo of the Nieborowski Foun-

dation in Nicaragua explains that in her country the low 

price of cattle has negatively affected her clients’ income. 

meanwhile, in Honduras, santa de Euceda of Financiera 

odEF indicates that the slowdown in maquila activity has 

also greatly impacted the mFI’s portfolio. although many 

Slower GrowTh

top 20 mFis by ConsumeR poRtFolio size
Ranking

Source: MIX

2008 2007 Name of MFI Country

Number of  
Consumer Loans 

Outstanding

Consumer Gross 
Loan Portfolio 

(USD)
General  
Trend †

 1  2 financiera independencia mexico  1,085,963  323,379,762  cns 

 2  1 Banco caja social colombia  908,070  273,312,084  cns 

 3  3 caja popular mexicana mexico  847,417  1,004,733,301  cns 

 4  4 crediscotia peru  453,871  152,669,001  cns 

 5 10 eDpYme efectiva peru  98,825  27,527,371  cns 

 6  9 miBanco peru  91,667  57,507,957  mic 

 7 12 Bancoestado chile  88,681  53,552,990  mic 

 8  8 Banco familiar paraguay  85,671  40,705,348  cns 

 9 n/a compartamosBanco mexico  72,565  8,529,303  mic 

10 15 Visión Banco paraguay  52,422  35,156,184  cns 

11 14 cmac arequipa peru  51,522  77,709,622  mic 

12 13 cmac trujillo peru  45,197  62,681,409  mic 

13 16 cmac sullana peru  41,816  55,616,493  mic 

14 17 cmac huancayo peru  41,150  39,817,308  mic 

15 n/a cmac piura * peru  39,613  37,754,933  mic 

16 18 interfisa paraguay  39,246  14,577,907  cns 

17 n/a financiera edyficar peru  34,482  19,407,580  mic 

18 n/a financiera el comercio paraguay  32,431  8,764,789  cns 

19 n/a central cresol Baser Brazil  32,352  29,959,991  mic 

20 n/a apoyo económico mexico  31,178  15,540,474  cns 

Totals for 2007 (116 MFIs)  4,185,489  3,664,669,880 

Totals for 2008 (116 MFIs)  4,668,809  3,505,412,453 

n/a: not available      * only some mFIs supplied numbers for the volume of active loans and gross portfolio of loans.
† By general trend is understood: mIC: loans to microenterprise surpass 50% of total loans. CNs: Consumer loans surpass 50% of total loans.
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mFIs have already set precautionary measures in motion, 

some markets have seen microentrepreneurs apply their 

own contingency plans. Instead of requesting loans, for 

example, they tap into their own savings. In extreme cases, 

they may change their businesses altogether. 

The financial crisis has had a clear and direct impact 

on mFI financing. one immediate effect has been higher 

interest rates, in some cases temporary, in others perma-

nent. The slashing of credit lines, shorter terms, and the 

advanced cancellation of loans, whether voluntarily or 

obligatorily, have also affected mFI growth. larger institu-

tions have been able to fare better, since they have more 

lines of funding. some have already planned to issue 

bonds when market conditions improve or sign senior and 

subordinated debt and encourage savings among their 

clients. medium-sized and small institutions, which tend 

to have a greater social component while showing sat-

isfactory financial results, have been able to fall back on 

their external creditors or local banks, even if at a larger 

financial cost. 

In view of this, aníbal montoya of FUNEd (Honduras), 

diego Fernández at PrIsma (Peru), and luis ríos at 

FodEmI (Ecuador) all agree that these medium-sized and 

small institutions need to prioritize liquidity over lend-

ing. This means that most mFIs have stopped focusing 

on growth or have opted for moderate growth, so that in 

2009 they can focus on re-engineering their policies and 

practices. Following market forecasts, it is expected that 

portfolio growth will be less than 10%. In short, the eco-

nomic, political and social contexts of each country will 

determine if growth will be more heterogeneous than in 

previous years.

gRowth  
The ranking of growth has characteris-
tically been the most dynamic category 
in each of the MicrofinanceAmericas
100. Even though its results did not 
have much effect on the composite 
ranking, the rapid growth of relatively 

new and smal l 
institutions cannot 
be ignored, such as 
the growth of Mex-
ican MFIs for the 
third year in a row. 
Apoyo Económico 
remained in first 
place with approx-
imately  29,000 
loans, while eight 
others of varying 

size—from Don Apoyo to Caja Popular 
Mexicana—ranked in the top 20 posi-
tions. Greater investment in infrastruc-
ture and increased points of service 
helped these MFIs expand their finan-
cial services in the emerging Mexican 
market. 

Bolivia’s Fondo Financiero Privado 
Fortaleza took third place as it almost 

CompartamosBanco 

continued to lead the ranking 
(Scale), providing more 
microenterprise lending than any 
other institution in the region.

position was thus reinforced in 
Mexico, the country registering the 
highest number of loans, close to 
1.7 million. Peru led the region with 
the largest microenterprise lending 
portfolio (more than US$2.4 bil-
lion). MiBanco was the principal 
player, with a portfolio of close to 
US$600 million. The giant Credi-
Amigo from Brazil completes the 
top three, all of which held onto 
their positions from last year. 

Despite the credit crunch in all 
markets, 18 of the top 20 institu-
tions in the ranking were able to 
expand microenterprise lending, be 
it in the number of loans or portfo-
lio volume. Specifically, Colombia’s 
Bancamía climbed to sixth place, 
after consolidating its operations 
with the help of Foundation BBVA, 
an example followed by Peru’s Caja 
Nuestra Gente. Given that no new 
MFIs were included in the top 20 
spots from last year’s survey, the MFIs 
in this ranking are the top contenders, 
not only in their respective countries, 
but in the region as a whole. 
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tripled the number of loans disbursed, 
while FONDESURCO from Peru and 
FONDESOL from Guatemala each 
almost doubled their volumes. Signif-
icant growth was also seen in other 
countries in the region. Argentina 
entered the ranking for the first time 
with FIE Gran Poder, which expanded 
its credit services thanks to increased 
capital and the experience provided by 
its Bolivian owners (FIE NGO).

maRket penetRation 
Inside the overall structure of the com-
posite ranking, market penetration 
favors large MFIs in relatively small 
markets or markets with fewer people 
below the poverty line, even though 
the countries where they operate are 
known for having a high per capita 
income compared to the rest of the 
region. Chile’s BancoEstado continues 
to lead in this category with greater 
coverage of low-income clients through 

microenterprise lending. Right on its 
heels, and catching up quickly, is Mexi-
co’s CompartamosBanco, with its nota-
ble and continuous growth in 2008. 

It is noteworthy that the cover-
age provided by almost all the MFIs 
listed in this category gained in their 
potential markets in 2008 compared 
to the previous year, a direct result of 
increased microenterprise lending. 
This in turn was a result of MFI efforts 
to invest in infrastructure and expand 
non-conventional services to reach a 
greater portion of the low-income pop-
ulation. Paraguay, Bolivia and Nicara-
gua stand out, with among the highest 
levels of poverty.

ConsumeR lenDing
The category of consumer lending is 
not included in the composite rank-
ing, although it indirectly influences 
the total portfolio amount as it is a 
significant component thereof. The 

growth of the microenterprise sector 
in the region has led MFIs to attempt 
to satisfy not only their clients’ busi-
ness needs, but also the needs of their 
families (such as health, education, and 
improved living conditions). Thus, the 
increase in consumer lending has been 
important for MFIs, and accounts for 
nearly 30% of the region’s portfolio. 
However, the adoption of less exhaus-
tive practices of evaluating lending and 
fast-track loans in urban markets has 
led to clients taking out larger loans 
than necessary, which in turn has led 
to problems of over-indebtedness and 
diminished repayment capacity. The 
industry’s reaction has been to reduce 
its consumer lending portfolio by 4.3% 
and decrease the size of consumer loans 
from US$876 to $751. It is important to 
note that the average amount of these 
loans in local currency grew 5%.

In 2008, Mexican Financiera Inde-
pendencia held first place in this cat-

top 20 mFis by gRowth Rate

Ranking

Source: MIX

2008 2007 Name of MFI Country

% Change in 
Microenterprise 

Loans

 Absolute Change  
in Microenterprise 

Loans 

Absolute Change in 
Microenterprise Gross 
Loan Portfolio (USD) 

 1  1 apoyo económico mexico 238.1%  20,363  9,933,681 

 2 n/a Don apoyo mexico 233.5%  8,539  1,427,896 

 3 n/a fortaleza ffp Bolivia 193.1%  3,881  6,387,982 

 4 n/a caja popular mexicana mexico 129.8%  1,642  775,656 

 5 17 credicomún mexico 117.5%  7,201  226,604 

 6  3 progresemos mexico 117.3%  9,045  532,252 

 7 n/a crece safsa mexico 96.6%  6,311  1,521,378 

 8 n/a fonDesUrco peru 94.0%  2,551  3,867,308 

 9 n/a fonDesoL Guatemala 90.9%  10,453  3,420,754 

10 n/a conserva mexico 82.4%  10,101  1,724,524 

11  6 invirtiendo mexico 77.4%  12,041  1,383,080 

12 n/a fUnDeser nicaragua 72.1%  12,352  7,025,275 

13 n/a fundación espoir ecuador 69.8%  17,188  6,274,404 

14 n/a insotec ecuador 59.9%  1,930  1,739,205 

15 n/a finamérica colombia 59.7%  17,221  21,726,996 

16 n/a prestanic nicaragua 57.0%  6,722  6,562,817 

17 n/a crac señor de Luren peru 56.9%  11,683  26,400,336 

18 n/a fie Gran poder argentina 56.6%  2,492  2,032,595 

19 n/a soluciones financieras mexico 55.3%  13,886  2,006,121 

20  5 D-miro ecuador 54.8%  12,810  10,460,754 

n/a: not available 
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few large institutions suffered 
severe setbacks; if they were 
removed from the sample, the 
balance would show an increase 
of 11.2%, showing a diminish-
ing dynamic in capturing these 
resources. This is explained in 
part by clients having less capac-
ity to save than before, due to the 
economic downturn and because 
microenterpreneurs with saving 
capacity prefer to spend part of 
those savings. In certain mar-
kets, some clients preferred to 
transfer their deposits to tradi-
tional banks with solid reputa-
tions. However, the MFIs that 
capture public deposits went to 
great lengths to maintain their 

credit dynamic, and thus were able to 
expand their portfolio by 11%.

Banco Caja Social from Colombia 
continues to lead the region with 4 
million accounts and US$2.1 billion 

Chile’s BancoEstado 

continues to lead in this category 

(Penetration) with greater coverage 

of low-income clients through 

microenterprise lending.

egory, exceeding 1 million loans 
disbursed. Other Mexican MFIs 
also held top positions, includ-
ing Caja Popular Mexicana (with 
a portfolio of more than US$1 
billion) and Compartamos-
Banco (a leading microenter-
prise lender). Four Paraguayan 
MFIs also ranked at the top in 
this category. In Peru, several 
MFIs that do not focus solely on 
consumer lending, such as Cajas 
Municipales, also excelled.

Deposits
The composite ranking favors 
mobilization of deposits, with 
the understanding that the MFIs 
are making efforts to expand 
their financial services beyond sim-
ply providing loans. Regionally, MFI 
deposits saw a 0.6% drop in 2008. 
The overall balance was US$7.4 mil-
lion across 12.8 million accounts. A 

top 20 mFis by maRket penetRation

Source: MIX

2008 2007 Name of MFI Country

Microenterprise 
Loans/ 

Per Population
Microenterprise  

Loans

1 1 Bancoestado chile 6.2%  172,976 

2 2 compartamosBanco mexico 6.1%  1,150,950 

3 15 Banco familiar paraguay 4.3%  55,519 

4 6 Banco solidario ecuador 2.8%  172,224 

5 n/a financiera el comercio paraguay 2.5%  30,989 

6 9 miBanco peru 2.4%  355,933 

7 3 fondo de Desarrollo Local nicaragua 2.4%  63,693 

8 12 fundación paraguaya paraguay 2.2%  28,064 

9 8 Banco aDopem Dominican republic 2.1%  88,130 

10 n/a procredit - nicaragua nicaragua 2.0%  53,660 

11 4 Visión Banco paraguay 1.9%  23,179 

12 6 Bancosol Bolivia 1.8%  110,857 

13 13 proDem ffp Bolivia 1.7%  104,830 

14 7 crecer Bolivia 1.6%  100,387 

15 17 fie ffp Bolivia 1.5%  92,141 

16 16 credi fé ecuador 1.5%  90,060 

17 10 promujer - Bolivia Bolivia 1.4%  87,626 

18 n/a apoyo integral el salvador 1.2%  31,700 

19 19 interfisa paraguay 1.2%  15,006 

20 n/a finca - ecuador ecuador 1.1%  68,809 

n/a: not available 
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 W ithout a doubt, mFIs’ traditional strong points 

of low levels of risk and delinquency have been 

affected by over-indebtedness, reduced eco-

nomic activity and—to a certain degree—by the interna-

tional financial crisis. In some cases, delinquency, although 

temporary, has been unusually high. In other cases, delin-

quency levels have more than doubled.

This has forced institutions to take measures to slow the 

increase in delinquency: 

Reinforcing evaluation, follow-up and portfolio recu-

peration processes. disbursement time has been sacri-

ficed for longer periods of analysis, which has reduced the 

pressure for expanding portfolios.

Reducing amounts and repayment periods, and 

increasing frequency of payments.

Refinancing and reprogramming loans. Before penal-

izing clients or getting collection agencies involved, some 

mFIs are looking to help clients with temporary measures. 

Extending working hours for payments. mFIs have 

extended their opening hours exclusively to receive payments. 

other less common measures include:

Seizing opportunities to capture clients. Francisco 

moreno of Ecuador’s Espoir Foundation explains that 

medium- and small-sized institutions have been more active 

than their larger counterparts, which take longer to approve 

loans due to a more conservative approach. They anticipate 

the competitors’ evaluation or are re-evaluating clients that the 

larger institutions have turned down or not taken into account.

Informing and educating the client. In El salvador, some 

medium-sized institutions have opted for a more personal 

workinG AGAinST Delinquency

Ranking

top 20 mFis by Deposits

2008 2007 Name of MFI Country
Retail Deposits 

Accounts

Retail Voluntary 
Deposits 

(USD)
General  
Trend †

1 1 Banco caja social colombia  4,293,467  2,183,638,061  cns 

2 2 caja popular mexicana mexico  3,073,249  1,240,820,178  cns 

3 3 crediscotia peru  390,647  77,640,230  cns 

4 5 proDem ffp Bolivia  349,580  175,293,046  mic 

5 n/a Banco Los andes procredit Bolivia  318,008  170,986,160  mic 

6 6 cmac arequipa peru  278,958  185,629,198  mic 

7 n/a Banco procredit-nicaragua nicaragua  271,442  27,360,040  mic 

8 8 fie ffp Bolivia  249,074  110,215,292  mic 

9 9 Bancosol Bolivia  245,066  159,553,134  mic 

10 7 Bancoestado chile  216,900  312,916,848  mic 

11 10 miBanco peru  190,618  493,873,189  mic 

12 n/a Banco procredit - ecuador ecuador  164,168  131,683,000  mic 

13 11 cmac cusco peru  162,186  135,332,880  mic 

14 18 fincomún mexico  160,583  24,845,089  mic 

15 n/a sèvis finansye fonkoze haiti  123,251  9,693,700  only mic 

16 12 cmac trujillo peru  120,642  239,575,256  mic 

17 14 cmac sullana peru  115,852  145,299,887  mic 

18 13 cooperativa Jesús nazareno Bolivia  111,192  76,248,482  cns 

19 n/a caja nuestra Gente peru  109,946  91,497,717  mic 

20 20 Banco aDemi Dominican republic  96,848  73,036,286  mic 

Totals for 2007 (63 MFIs)  9,795,916  7,471,525,795 

Totals for 2008 (63 MFIs)  12,798,689  7,426,996,781 

n/a: not available      †  By general trend is understood: only mIC: 100% of the loans are toward microenterprise. mIC: loans to microenterprise surpass 50% of 
total loans. CNs: Consumer loans surpass 50% of total loans.

        Source: MIX
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The MFIs that capture 
public deposits went to great 
lengths to maintain their credit 
dynamic, and thus were able to 
expand their portfolio by 11%.

relationship with their clients, advising them on the effects 

of the crisis and its possible impact on their businesses, 

thus keeping an eye on the evolution of the credit and 

building customer loyalty for when payments are due. 

some indirect measures have also been taken to control 

delinquency, and include the following: 

Training personnel. In order to retain key personnel, 

mFIs are offering their credit agents and business and com-

mercial officials non-monetary incentives, such as training 

and professional advancement. 

Delaying implementation of strategic plans or more 

gradual implementation. The implication is that expecta-

tions for growth have decreased. 

Improving processes. The goal is to reduce the institu-

tions’ operating timeframes and costs.

Maintaining current infrastructure level. Where pos-

sible, some mFIs seek to keep all points of service to their 

clients open. only those that have found niche markets 

have expanded their number of agencies.

although many of the above measures have emerged 

as a result of what mFIs have had to face, most are in line 

with traditional financial sector practices. The fact that the 

microfinance industry has enjoyed years of uninterrupted 

growth, allowing some mFIs to reach the sizes they are 

today, suggests that microfinance activity is more in tune 

with economic activity than before. Plus, the numbers of cli-

ents seeking larger loans have grown at a fast pace, which 

has led some mFIs to offer commercial loans not only to 

corporations but to medium- and small-sized enterprises  

as well.

in deposits, followed closely by 
Caja Popular Mexicana. Both 
MFIs noticeably distanced 
themselves from the rest of the 
regional players. Together they 
hold 57.1% of all accounts and 
41.8% of total deposits in the 
region. ProCredit subsidiar-
ies in three countries (Bolivia, 
Ecuador and Nicaragua) were 
this year’s stars as they all 
appeared in the Top 20 rank-
ing, while historically well-
known institutions from Bolivia 
and Peru also stood out. This 
reflects the maturity reached by 
these two markets, which have 
become regional examples for 
institutional regulation and 
development. 

eFFiCienCy
This year’s MicrofinanceAmeri-
cas100 overhauled theefficiency 
category and used a single crite-
rion: the average operating cost 
per loan compared to the per capita 
gross domestic product (GDP) of each 
country. Mexican MFIs surpassed all 

the rest in this category. They 
maintain low cost levels because 
of their use of group loans 
(mainly collaborative groups), 
plus the country’s high per cap-
ita income level. 

COCDEP led the list, with an 
unbeatable operating cost level 
of US$30 for each active loan. 
This reaffirms the effective-
ness of the collaborative group 
methodology, independently of 
the income level per inhabit-
ant. Only three non-Mexican 
institutions placed within 
the top 20: ProMujer Peru in 
ninth place, FMM Popayán 
from Colombia in first place 
for those using individual loan 
methodolgoy, and CrediAmigo 
from Brazil, which placed right 
behind it. 

asset Quality
In the composite ranking, both 
the portfolio at risk and the 

write-off ratio were taken into account. 
Last year the institutions ranking in the 
top 20 spots maintained their port folio-
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at-risk levels (PAR>30) below 0.8%, 
while in 2008 the percentage rose to 
1%.  ProMujer Perú stood out among 
all regional MFIs for being the only 
one reporting ideal delinquency lev-
els. Joining the usual top-ranked con-
tenders were Mexico’s EurekaSoli and 
Alternativa 19 del Sur, plus Argentina’s 
subsidiary of ProMujer. Other MFIs 
from Bolivia and Mexico also excelled 
at keeping low delinquency levels. 

As previously mentioned, most of 
these players focus mainly on group 
lending, and many have established 
niche markets, which means that the 
majority of their clients have taken out 
loans with just that one institution, 
especially in rural areas. Nonetheless, 
Diaconía (Bolivia) stood out for being 
the first to use a combination of group 
and individual loans, while Fassil FFP 
(Bolivia) and Crezcamos (Colombia) 
stood out for pioneering individual 
lending practices.

top 20 mFis by eFFiCienCy

Ranking
2008 Name of MFI Country

Cost per Loan/
GNI per capita

Cost per Loan  
(USD)

Average Loan 
Balance 

(USD)

 1 cocDep mexico 0.3%  30   134 

 2 apros mexico 0.4%  37   164 

 3 alternativa solidaria chiapas mexico 0.7%  67   199 

 4 ameXtra mexico 0.8%  80   229 

 5 cafasa mexico 0.9%  89   195 

 6 progresemos mexico 1.0%  94   136 

 7 alternativa 19 del sur mexico 1.3% 126   306 

 8 Grupo consultor para la microempresa mexico 1.3% 127   123 

 9 promujer - peru peru 1.4%  49   205 

10 semilla solidaria mexico 1.4% 132   276 

11 conserva mexico 1.4% 134   253 

12 promujer - mexico mexico 1.4% 135   197 

13 fmm popayán colombia 1.5%  63   565 

14 crediamigo Brazil 1.5%  88   372 

15 invirtiendo mexico 1.5% 139   351 

16 caja popular mexicana mexico 1.5% 144 1,225 

17 crediclub mexico 1.5% 146   160 

18 crece safsa mexico 1.6% 148   625 

19 compartamosBanco mexico 1.6% 149   326 

20 finca - mexico mexico 1.6% 151   216 

top 20 mFis by poRtFolio Quality
Ranking

2008 2007 Name of MFI Country

Portfolio 
at Risk 

> 30 days
Write-off 

Ratio*

 1  3 promujer - peru peru 0.0% 0.0%

 2  6 aDra - peru peru 0.0% 0.2%

 3  1 fiacG Guatemala 0.0% 0.9%

 4 n/a eurekasoli mexico 0.1% 0.0%

 4  2 movimiento manuela ramos peru 0.1% 0.0%

 6 n/a promujer - argentina argentina 0.3% 0.1%

 7 n/a alternativa 19 del sur mexico 0.5% 0.0%

 7  9 cocDep mexico 0.5% 0.0%

 9 10 fundación espoir ecuador 0.5% 0.4%

10  8 finca - peru peru 0.6% 0.3%

11 16 foDemi ecuador 0.6% 0.4%

12 10 crecer Bolivia 0.6% 0.8%

13 17 Diaconia Bolivia 0.7% 0.2%

14 15 promujer - Bolivia Bolivia 0.8% 1.5%

15  5 semisol mexico 0.9% 0.0%

16 n/a fassil ffp Bolivia 0.9% 0.4%

17 n/a crezcamos colombia 0.9% 0.5%

18 n/a came mexico 0.9% 1.3%

19 n/a cafasa mexico 0.9% 1.4%

20 20 Bancosol Bolivia 1.0% 1.2%

n/a: not available      * The write-off ratio should be less than 3%.

Source: MIX

Source: MIX
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pRoFitability
Although this category was not 
included in the ranking, it is pos-
sible to estimate profitability using 
the Profit/Average Portfolio indi-
cator. Despite reduced profits and 
returns throughout the region, no 
real variations could be seen, but 
there were important changes in 
positions and in the introduction of 
new players. Once again, Mexican 
institutions came out on top. The 
MFI Invirtiendo reported the high-
est profitability rate, followed by the 
newcomer Alternativa 19 del Sur. 
The Peruvian subsidiary of ProMu-
jer shone as the only non-Mexican 
MFI and the only one from South 
America. FAFIDESS (Guatemala) 
excelled as the sole Central Ameri-
can MFI to gain the highest level of 
profitability in the sub-region, followed 
by PRODESA (Nicaragua). 

Once again the MFIs focused on 

group lending practices proved to be 
the most profitable. Mexico’s Alter-
nativa 19 del Sur and ProMujer along 
with ADRA (Peru) reported low levels 
of delinquency, reinforcing the view 
that portfolio quality is essential to 
reaching satisfactory levels of profit-
ability. Financiera Independencia and 
Te Creemos (both from Mexico), along 
with CrediAmigo and Banco da Familia 
(both from Brazil) and Contactar and 
FMM Popayán (both from Colom-
bia), together show that it is also pos-
sible to reach high profitability levels 
using individual lending practices. 

ConClusion 
Despite the less dynamic performance 
of the region’s microfinance industry 
(diminished growth, reduced mar-
gins and increased risk in portfolio in 
2008), MFIs continued to show posi-
tive results, especially in outreach and 
scale. However, for 2009, some of the 

effects of the economic downturn, 
the credit-saturated markets and 
the international financial crisis 
will grow worse, which could lead 
MFIs to reduce consumer lend-
ing more abruptly than microen-
terprise lending. All this presents 
a significant challenge for MFIs 
in terms of growth, efficiency and 
portfolio quality, since over the 
last few years MFIs in the region 
have proven that they can meet the 
requirements of the different fund 
providers and accomplish results 
accordingly. Thus, Latin American 
and Caribbean MFIs have become 
known for their capacity to attract 
commercial funding, surpassing 
other regions in the world.

MIX and the MIF wish to thank 
their readers and all the participat-
ing institutions for sharing their 
financial and coverage informa-

tion and advancing transparency in 
the region. We invite you to look at our 
data next year as well. 

Ranking
2008 2007 Name of MFI Country

Return 
on  

Assets

Return  
on 

Equity

 1  4 invirtiendo mexico 29.3% 69.3%

 2 n/a alternativa 19 del sur mexico 27.0% 31.9%

 3  5 alternativa solidaria chiapas mexico 26.3% 56.6%

 4  1 conserva mexico 23.7% 44.2%

 5  3 compartamosBanco mexico 19.1% 55.2%

 6  9 promujer - peru peru 16.4% 33.1%

 7  8 ceape maranhão Brazil 14.9% 33.0%

 8  7 financiera independencia mexico 14.7% 62.2%

 9  6 cocDep mexico 14.0% 36.3%

10 n/a aDra - peru peru 13.4% 23.5%

11 13 crediamigo Brazil 12.5% 39.2%

12 n/a ameXtra mexico 12.3% 28.4%

13 n/a te creemos mexico 11.8% 73.7%

14 n/a Banco da familia Brazil 11.6% 22.4%

15 n/a contactar colombia 10.9% 23.8%

16 15 fafiDess Guatemala 10.7% 15.7%

17 n/a fmm popayán colombia 10.4% 30.6%

18 n/a proDesa nicaragua 10.1% 24.6%

19 n/a finca - Guatemala Guatemala  9.6% 22.4%

20 18 fUBoDe Bolivia  9.4% 20.4%

n/a: not available

Latin American and 
Caribbean MFIs have become 
known for their capacity to attract 
commercial funding, surpassing other 
regions in the world.

top 20 mFis by pRoFitability

Source: MIX
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methoDologiCal note

Composite Ranking
This ranking is quantitative (all the indicators  
are quantifiable, none is qualitative), sim-
ple (easily reproduced) and results-oriented 
(the values must work as incentives to reach 
microfinance goals). It was developed by 
mIX, and it is utilized in similar products such 
as MIX Global 100.

rankings are calculated based on the 
percentile ranking of each of the indicators 
that comprise the three “pillars”: outreach, 
efficiency and transparency. after mFIs are 
screened out according to financial sustain-
ability—no less than 90% of cost recovery—
and size—no fewer than 5,000 active loans—
the resulting pool of institutions is ranked 
according to the indicators for each of the 
three pillars. an average percentile ranking is 
determined for each pillar, based on the per-
centile rankings for each indicator described 
below. The three average percentile rankings 
for the pillars are then averaged to create an 
overall percentile ranking. The final mFI rank-
ing is its sequence in the overall percentile 
ranking.

Below is a detailed description of the three 
pillars and their indicators:

Outreach: This pillar measures the expansion 
of access to financial services by means of 
the following indicators: 
•	 Loans for microenterprise. a measure of 

clients reached by credit services. Favors 
larger mFIs, as well as mFIs with larger 
potential markets. 

•	 Growth in number of loans to microen-
terprises. a measure of expansion of ser-
vice. Favors smaller mFIs with small client 
bases.

•	 Market penetration. a measure of bor-
rower outreach relative to an indicator of 
potential market. For two mFIs with the 
same number of borrowers, favors the one 
operating in a smaller market with fewer 
potential clients.

•	 Deposit mobilization. an average of 
scores for the following two indicators: 
•	 Deposits/loan portfolio. a measure of 

an mFI’s ability to fund loans from client 
deposits. Favors institutions allowed to 
mobilize deposits.

•	 Depositors/borrowers. a measure of 
the balance of services between the 
activities of capture and placement.

Efficiency: This pillar measures the reduc-
tion of client costs through the following 
indicators:
•	 Cost per borrower/GNI per capita. a 

measure of the cost to service clients in 
relation to local income levels. seeks to 
eliminate the difference in cost in each 
country, considering different standards of 
living in each and weighing the relative cost 
of individually serving each borrower.  

•	 Profit/loan portfolio. a measure of the size 
of an mFI’s profit margin as a component of 
yield. If revenues are the sum of expenses 
and profits, profit levels are the one com-
ponent of revenues most directly within 
an mFI’s control. ranked inversely, this 
metric favors mFIs with smaller profit mar-
gins. mFIs that met the overall profitability 
requirements and posted losses for 2008 
are scored as having zero profits. 

•	 Portfolio quality. an average of the points 
obtained in two variables:
•	 Portfolio at risk >30 days. a measure 

of delinquency. may favor mFIs with 
internal accounts and/or group prac-
tices or those that follow severe write-off 
policies.

•	 Write-off ratio. a measure of actual loss 
on portfolio, as recognized by the mFI’s 
policy on portfolio management. ranked 
inversely, favors mFIs with no or very lax 
write-off policies.

Transparency: This pillar measures the pub-
lic dissemination of performance results in a 
standard, comparable manner through the 
following indicators:
•	 Annual reporting on MIX Market. a mea-

sure of the availability of standard, com-
parable, publicly available performance 
results for an mFI. The score is based on 
the annual results published for an mFI on 
mIX market for 2006, 2007 and 2008.

•	 Audits for MIX Market. a measure of the 
ability of mIX or outside analysts to vali-
date the reported financial performance 
results. Based on the mIX market diamond 
score, an mFI gets three points for informa-
tion presented without audited financial 
statements, and four points for presenting 
audits. The score is the average of the 2007 
and 2008 mIX market profiles. 

General Information
all information is presented in U.s. dollars, 
using the exchange rate for the year ending 
december 31, 2008.  all data must be of suf-
ficient quality and detail to stand up to critical 
examination. Financial data must be provided 
along with third-party documents verifying 
the accounts. all data are reclassified accord-
ing to international financial reporting norms. 
microfinance programs and institutions that 
are part of larger entities must also present 

reliable financial statements in order to be 
considered for a ranking in the top-20 lists. 
mFIs that could not be fully analyzed were 
considered only for the lists based on volume 
and were marked with an asterisk (*). 

Following the mIX methodology, a microfi-
nance institution is defined as one with finan-
cial products averaging less than 250% of the 
average GNI per capita in the country where 
it is based. For purposes of comparison, only 
institutions reporting more than 5,000 active 
loans were considered for this survey. It is 
possible that an mFI does not appear here 
because it was unable to disclose or did not 
disclose or provide the necessary information 
by the due date. 

For further information on the definitions 
and methods used, please visit www.iadb.
org/micamericas and www.themix.org. 

Definitions of Types of Credit, According 
to MIX
Microenterprise credit: Given to persons or 
enterprises to finance the production or trade 
of goods and services, usually directly to 
small businesses and microenterprises. 
Consumer credit: Given to persons to finance 
the purchase of consumer goods and ser-
vices that have no commercial or enterprise 
purposes, including home improvement, 
health and education loans.
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